
Why Swell?
Why should I use Swell?

Swell Review outperforms the competition 
in the following ways:
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Swell gets you new patients. Period.

Patients are looking online for what practice they 
should go to.

Swell helps people find your practice through online reviews, 
converts website visitors into new patients, and turns 
interactions into revenue. 

What Makes Swell Different?

Deeper Integrations

Customizable review invites

Access to Google’s review API

Change the image

More reviews for your practice because the Swell platform jumps through the hoops 
for your patients.
Swell has elevated privileges with Google’s private review API making it easier than any other 
system to leave reviews. That means your patients can leave a Google Review with just two 
clicks. Other platforms require more clicks. With each click, the review response rate drops by 
about 15%.

In the dental industry, integrations allow us to automate and personalize the way a practice 
sends review invites based on appointment, provider, operatories, and procedure codes.

Write your own message
Choose what review sites you send to
Determine when the invites are sent (we send during 
optimal click-through times to get you the best results)

Send automated follow-up reminders based on who is 
engaging or not with the invite
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I use something else already for reviews, 
why do I need Swell?

Why is using Swell better than asking for a review in 
the office?

Our integrations and automations take the guesswork out of gaining reviews

You don’t have to count on patients remembering to leave a review
The text invite is sent at the most convenient time for the patient 
Reach your entire database instantly rather than solely relying on your staff to ask everyone

Our customization options allow you to control the way you appear to your patients

Our Google API means that we jump through the hoops so that your patients actually leave reviews 
with only 2 clicks.
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You care about the results and Swell gets more reviews for your practice more than 
anyone else. We partner with many tools that have some review capability themselves, 
but understand that Swell is built to do it better.

Swell takes the effort your practice is putting into reviews and maximizes your results. 
Using Swell means that you will have an easier way for patients to actually follow 
through in completing a review. But asking for reviews in the office should not stop.

When is the best time to ask for a review?
When seeing a patient, remind them that they will receive an automated review invite later 
that evening. 
Swell has found that the best review response rate occurs at 6:30-7:30 PM local time. This is 
typically the timeframe Swell automatically sends out review invites. 

You can also customize the invite to be sent at your own preferred time.
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What happens if I don’t want to send an invite? 
Can I filter/gate reviews?

Swell does not gate or filter reviews. Review sites have cracked down on this and it is 
no longer allowed.
Through our integrations, we are able to block contacts you do not want to send an invite to. In the 
appointment notes section of your practice management software, you can leave the #DND# label 
and that patient will not receive the review invite.
Swell strongly recommends you send review invites to as many patients as possible. By sending 
review invites to everyone, your review numbers will go up and bad reviews will be buried faster. 
This makes your reviews more credible with greater and honest reviews. And if you do get a 
negative review, stay calm. 95% of customers suspect reviews are censored or fake if there aren’t 
any negative reviews. (Reevoo)
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Yes, we are able to port over your office number as long as you are not already using it for another 
texting service. If you are, then we will assign you a local area code number to send texts from.

How will Swell help my website?

Why do I need a webchat? Why do I specifically need 
Swell Webchat?

Can I use my office number?

With Swell Review, more visitors are going 
to be coming to your website. With Swell 
Webchat, your site can then capture this new 
surge in traffic through Swell Webchat.

Swell Webchat converts webchat 
conversations to text. If they leave your 
website, you don’t have to worry about 
losing them as a new potential patient. In our 
modern world, people prefer communicating 
through text. In fact, 78% of people wish 
they could have a text conversation with a 
business. (Local Project) Swell enables your 
business to reach your patients through their 
preferred method of communication.

Easy way to capture prospects contact info
Schedule patients through the chat
Saves time for staff

Organizes messages
Automates responses
Automates scheduling
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Having more reviews mean more views of your practice. That means MORE website visitors which 
you can convert into new patients. At least 77% of prospective patients are using online search 
results to find new healthcare providers.

Website visitors are only on your website for a short time. Swell Webchat catches their information 
and moves the conversation over to text. Even if they leave your website, you haven’t lost that new 
potential patient.

Reviews boost SEO and Adword marketing. You aren’t using those tools to the fullest without great 
reviews.
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“The lifetime value of a new patient that finds us through Swell is way 
higher than our average patient.”

Acrewood Dental
- Dan Johnson

Get more customers.
Keep more Customers. 

What Swell Includes:

The easiest way to get more customers and keep more customers.


